New Database Trials

The CSU Archives are currently testing two new databases for potential purchase, if funds become available. The trial period will end on April 11, 2015.

African American Newspapers 1827-1998

“Wide-ranging coverage of African American history, culture and daily life African American Newspapers, 1827-1998 provides online access to approximately 270 U.S. newspapers chronicling a century and a half of the African American experience. This unique collection features papers from more than 35 states—including many rare and historically significant 19th century titles. Newly digitized, these newspapers published by African Americans can now be browsed and searched as never before.” - NewsBank

African American Periodicals 1825-1995

“African American Periodicals, 1825-1995 features more than 170 wide-ranging periodicals by and about African Americans. Published in 26 states, the publications include academic and political journals, commercial magazines, institutional newsletters, organizations' bulletins, annual reports and other genres. These diverse periodicals—which have shaped, and in turn been shaped by, African American culture—will enable new discoveries on lives of African Americans as individuals, as an ethnic group and as Americans.” –NewsBank

Tell us what you think!